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post-crisis global economyâ€”that is, to the extent that the global economy is On the global economic scene, China's
growth since the reform and open-.

What else might China do in the future to increase its economic influence? It also obviously was a very
pointed commentary with regard to the other institutions that were offering financial aid to the world.
Regarding the credibility, a team of Bloomberg economists wrote "We don't have total confidence in the
numbers, and we are surprised by the acceleration in services output given the collapse in the equity market,".
How China leverages its considerable economic strength has profound consequences for the global economy.
Investors should also be cognizant of the potential for a sharp contraction in China. One, I think it was an
opportunity for China to show its leadership in the region. The real estate market has become a major concern
in and , but other asset bubbles could become equally oversized if the economy overheats and regulators aren't
able to rein in growth. Explore More Liang: One of the main sources of dissatisfaction from China is the fact
that China was not part of the rule makers when those institutions were created in the first place. Moreover,
China had to some extent already undergone the easier parts of development. The country had a floating
exchange rate , and strict controls on both the current and capital accounts. In the s, it had likewise started to
restructure its stagnant industrial sector, wooing foreign investors for the first time. It's also possible that other
countries will pick up the slack, particularly those in Southeast Asia. Watch Reade: China is largely included
in the institutions and initiatives that influence the global economic order. Is China excluded or
underrepresented in institutions that influence the global economic order? Watch Liang: China has not been
excluded from the global economic order, but China has been underrepresented in some of the global
economic institutions, especially the global financial institutions. That number jumped to 13 percent in  What
aspects of the global economic order is China dissatisfied with, and how does it want to modify these aspects?
He said government data releases, especially the GDP numbers, should be used "for reference only. China is
constantly thinking about what it can do to ensure that the system is maximizing a number of things for China.
Watch Kennedy: Given their economic gravity, when they talk â€” people listen. In recent years, China has
adjusted its currency policy as it shifts from an export-oriented economy to an economic model that places a
greater focus on consumption. Watch Kennedy: The first thing it needs to do is get its economic house in
order, and move firmly on a transition from one economic model to another. Like other economies, China
could experience a boom-bust cycle that could damage its equity and bond markets. What do the experts
think? Increase Diversification Investors can mitigate the effects of a decline in any individual country by
ensuring that their portfolio is properly diversified in countries around the world, including developed
countries like the U. Main articles: Economy of Hong Kong and Economy of Macau In accordance with the
One country, two systems policy, the economies of the former British colony of Hong Kong and Portuguese
colony of Macau are separate from the rest of China and each other. Yet no country had ever before
maintained the kind of growth that China was predicting. China shows a great development potential from its
remarkable economic growth rate in these years. Only with such levels of growth, the leadership argued, could
China continue to develop its industrial prowess, raise its citizen's standard of living, and redress the
inequalities that were cropping up across the country. Watch Kennedy: They want to. The country has been
the single largest contributor to global economic growth over the past several years, according to the IMF,
contributing 31 percent on average between and  In the past, the country benefited from strong growth in its
working-age population along with relatively low wages that fueled its manufacturing sector. The problem is
that these changes occurred at the expense of its service sector and manufacturing has required less and less
labor over time as technology has replaced jobs. Watch Reade: China is interested in finding the angles of
advantage beyond that level playing field. These policies had catalysed the country's phenomenal growth.
During this time, China also became an industrial powerhouse, moving beyond initial successes in low-wage
sectors like clothing and footwear to the increasingly sophisticated production of computers , pharmaceuticals
, and automobiles. Photo Credit:. The inevitable fall in commodity prices could be beneficial, however, for
other countries that consume the commodities, such as the United States and countries across Europe. Both
Hong Kong and Macau are free to conduct and engage in economic negotiations with foreign countries, as
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well as participating as full members in various international economic organizations such as the World
Customs Organization , the World Trade Organization and the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation forum,
often under the names "Hong Kong, China" and "Macau, China".


